NOTE - THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT, REPEAT HAS NOT, BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSEES. ADDRESSEES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DISSEMINATION OF MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES, ELEMENTS, OR FOREIGN USERS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED. RETRANSMITTAL SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.

SUBJ: MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE CONCERNING ALL ARMY AIRCRAFT UTILIZING ROTARY AIRCRAFT MOTOR GENERATORS (INVERTERS) [GEN-77-10]

1. THIS IS A TRANSMITTAL OF INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM ECOM.

RECEIVED TOGETHER WITH INFORMATION FROM THIS HEADQUARTERS.


16 JUNE 1976 AS A TBD ITEM AND DISREGARD INSTRUCTIONS IN THE EIR.
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DIRECTIONS PUBLISHED IN TS 43-0061-9-2; JUNE 1975, TO SEND ALL INVERTERS TO DEPOT FOR OVERHAUL AFTER EVERY 900 FLIGHT HOURS OF SERVICE, TM 55-1516-224-20 SERIES MANUALS FOR THE CV-2B.

C AND D AIRCRAFT WILL BE REVISED TO REFLECT THIS CHANGE.

1. A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN THE INVERTERS OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY HAS RESULTED FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRINGENT DEPOT OVERHAUL STANDARDS WHICH INCLUDES A REQUIREMENT TO ONLY INSTALL HIGH-SPEED H.S.-TYPE BEARINGS. THIS PROGRESS, AS VERIFIED BY THE RECENT SURVEY, NOW WARRANTS CLASSIFICATION OF THE ROTARY INVERTER AS A "CONDITION ITEM" INSTEAD OF A "TIME CHANGE" ITEM. HOWEVER, SUCCESS OF THIS POLICY REQUIRES THAT EACH USER ORGANIZATION PERFORM SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND SEND INVERTERS TO DEPOT FOR OVERHAUL WHEN INDICATED BY SPECIFIED CONDITIONS.

4. THE FOLLOWING POLICY SHALL BE IMPLEMENTED BEGINNING AT THE NEXT PERIODIC OR PHASE INSPECTION, OR 100 FLIGHT HOURS, WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.

A. AVIATION UNIT MAINTENANCE (AVUM) - EVERY 200 FLIGHT HOURS:

1. REMOVE THE INVERTER AND SEND TO AVIONICS DIRECT SUPPORT MAINTENANCE;

2. AVIONICS DIRECT SUPPORT MAINTENANCE = CLEAN AND INSPECT INVERTER FOR CRACKED OR DAMAGED CASE, AND BROKEN CONNECTOR PINS OR CRACKED
CONNECTOR INSERTS, INSPECT THE BRUSHES FOR WEAR; ONE AT A TIME, SO THEY ARE PROPERLY RE-INSTALLED IN THE SAME BRUSH HOLDER, WEAR TO THE RECOMMENDED END OF THE WEAR MARK (A 1/32 INCH WIDE DIAGONAL GROOVE IN THE BOTTOM HALF (WIDTH) OF THE BRUSH OR A PARALLEL GROOVE IN THE TOP EDGE OF THE BRUSH) WILL GIVE AT LEAST 900 INVERTER OPERATIONAL HOURS AT FULL LOAD. INSPECT THE BRUSH CONTACT AREA, OF THE COMMUTATOR AND SLIP RINGS FOR SERIOUS GROOVING AND PITTING. A CONDITION REQUIRING DEPOT OVERHAUL; IF REQUIRED, INSTALL NEW BRUSHES. THIS REQUIRES BRUSH RUN-IN FOR PROPER SEATING, WHILE USING MOTOR GENERATOR TEST SET AN/USH-65, APPLY 1/4 TO 1/3 FULL RATE LOAD FOR 2 HRS. THEN FULL LOAD UNTIL DO BRUSHES ARE SEATED 100% IN DIRECTION OF ARMATURE ROTATION AND 75% OF BRUSH THICKNESS.

AC BRUSHES REQUIRE SEATING TO 50% OF BRUSH CONTACT AREA;
PERFORM OPERATIONAL TEST - CHECK THE VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY REGULATION OF THE INVERTER FOR THREE PHASE DELTA OPERATION USING MOTOR GENERATOR TEST SET AN/USH-65 AS FOLLOWS, CLN

(A) ADJUST THE POWER APPLIED TO AN/USH-65 TO 27.5 VDC; ADJUST THE TEST SET LOAD REGULATOR CONTROL FOR A READING ON THE AC AMP METER EQUAL TO ONE-HALF THE INVERTER'S FULL LOAD; AND ADJUST (IF)

JESSARY) THE INVERTER'S VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY POTENTIOMETERS FOR METER READINGS OF 115 VAC AND 400 HZ, (b) TIGHTEN ADJUSTMENT LOCKNUTS;
(b) INCREASE THE VOLTAGE APPLIED TO AN/USH-65 TO 29 VDC; AND SET THE LOAD REGULATOR CONTROL TO (b) RECORD THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY.
(c) REDUCE THE APPLIED VOLTAGE TO 26 VDC; ADJUST THE LOAD REGULATOR CONTROL FOR AN AC AMP METER READING EQUAL TO FULL LOAD; RECORD THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY; THE REGULATION STANDARDS REQUIRED FOR THIS TEST ARE AS FOLLOWS - VOLTAGE 115 PLUS/MINUS 2-1/2 VAC; FREQUENCY 460 PLUS/MINUS 10 HZ; THE TESTS LISTED IN MANUALS FOR RANGE OF ADJUSTMENT OF OUTPUT VOLTAGE, AND FREQUENCY AND FOR OVERSPEED ARE TO BE OMITTED.

AVIONICS GENERAL SUPPORT MAINTENANCE = BEARING REPLACEMENT:
THIS COMPONENT HAS A CRITICAL EFFECT UPON THE INVERTER'S RELIABILIY AND SERVICE-LIFE; THEREFORE, IT IS MANDATORY THAT ONLY THE FOLLOWING TWO NS TYPE HIGH-SPEED BEARINGS BE INSTALLED IN THE APPLICABLE INVERTER = (A) BEARING NSN 313-12-186-4553 IN PU-1A31; A (ALL MODELS); PU-54/1A (BENDIX MODEL); & PU-733/1A (AMP "ELAND" MODEL) (B) BEARING NSN 313-89-687-7092 IN THE FOLLOWING FOURAMP:

INVERTERS CLN
944/A; PU-545/A; PU-572/1A; AND PU-733/1A.

O. OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY DEPENDS UPON EXERCISING PROPER JUDGMENT WHEN TO TURN IN THE INVERTER FOR DEPOT OVERHAUL; INVERTERS SHOULD NOT BE OPERATED TO FAILURE, THEREFORE;
It is essential to turn in for depot overhaul any inverter which vibrates too much, overheats, is unusually noisy, or has a brush contact area on the commutator and/or slip rings that exhibits serious grooving or pitting.

5. The appropriate ECOM and AVSOM manuals/publications will be revised to reflect the above information.

6. Eventually, every inverter, as a result of implementing this policy, will exhibit conditions that will require repair and/or depot overhaul. However, since this inevitable occurrence will be a normally expected event, submission of an EIR will not be required except for unwarranted or unusual occurrences.

7. Insert information contained in this message in the appropriate TMS until receipt of the formal change.

8. Point of contact for information on the inverters is Mr. Joe Pawlak, ECOM, AUTOVON 992-1309.
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